
POLITICS OF RACE

I’ve been looking at how we can incorporate current politics.   

The one an only topic to go for has to be race.   

It’s a delicate area, but its a simple approach, what looks great, but also carries a political punch.  

So starting point had to be the Black Power Fist - as a drinks cabinet.... 



 
I’ve had this things during lockdown of kind of guilt of what I spend on decadent decoration and stuff.  As one 

ends up thinking about the economic divide, and the racial politics within.   
It got me thinking about what good could be done with the money and that idea of mine from last time of 

buying a real shanty town house and transplanting it in to a western home.  The money would totally trasnform 
the owners life, and it would pack a major statement when transplanted in to a home.  

I think we should do it, but just a wall, not a whole house!



In a similar vein, this is a concept stemming from the internet meme thing of people posing for photos like 
famous paintings.  I liked the idea that instead of paying for a painting, we pay for a student from this school in 
africa for orphans with HIV to do it, as a self portrait in the style of  this famous Kerry James Marshall .   The 

money could fund them going to art college, and  change their lives, and look amazing.      



Wallight design of of statue of liberty torch 
breaking through Trumps wall



There’s so many amazing african fabrics with a political nature.  We don’t have to use just political ones, but I like
the idea of this mix of cool fabrics on the chairs, sofa, bar stools, and cushions.   



I am really in to this one, its from the thirties.  I thought it was about chopping rainforests ar first, but actually 
called  ‘One Tree alone cannot stand the Wind’,  meaning that in unity, there is strength.   

It could be amazing as a mural going right up to the dining room. 



Also thinking Cactii could be a great plant solution.


